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ABSTRACT
This study describes winter climate during the last 500 yr for the greater Baltic Sea region through an
examination of well-documented time series of ice cover, sea level pressure, and winter surface air temperatures. These time series have been the focus of previous studies, but here their covariation over
different time scales is analyzed based on two modern descriptive statistical techniques, matching pursuit
and wavelet analysis. Independently, 15 time periods were found during the last 500 yr with different
climatic signatures with respect to winter severity, circulation patterns, and interannual variability. The
onsets of these periods are presumably caused largely by perturbations within the system, although correspondences with solar and volcanic activity can be identified for certain of the periods. The Baltic region
climate has changes on both centennial and decadal time scales, often with rapid transitions. Major warmer
periods were the first half of the eighteenth century and the twentieth century. A common feature for warm
(cold) periods is low (high) variability on shorter time scales. Century-scale variability and the modulation
of interannual and decadal signals are quite diverse in the temporal records and do not suggest strong
periodicities. An “event” type conceptual model therefore appears adequate for characterizing Baltic
climate variability.

1. Introduction
The Baltic Sea climate varies greatly in many parameters, including river runoff, salinity, sea level, and sea
ice extent. The main reason for this is the location of
the Baltic Sea between the North Atlantic and Eurasian
air masses, a location that leads to large seasonal and
interannual variation in low- and high-pressure systems. The variability is greatest for the winter since
solar radiation is weak and atmospheric circulation is
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strong. The twentieth century experienced many mild
winters which to a large extent are a result of an increased frequency of westerly winds (Omstedt et al.
2004). Ice in the Baltic Sea is an excellent indicator of
winter conditions, and several studies identified the
close link between atmospheric circulation and ice conditions (Koslowski and Glaser 1995; Tinz 1998; Jevrejeva and Moore 2001; Omstedt and Chen 2001; Bergström and Ekman 2002; Chen and Li 2004; Omstedt et
al. 2004). The future evolution of Baltic Sea ice is of
concern, as it is expected that even small climatic
changes will be represented in ice impacts (Haapala et
al. 2001; Jevrejeva et al. 2004; Omstedt and Hansson
2006a,b).
Although the approach and interpretations of previ-
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ous authors may differ, they do suggest trends, regime
shifts, and oscillations for the three main time series
that we will investigate. For example, in the surface air
temperature series for Uppsala, Sweden, a small positive trend is present, resulting in higher temperatures in
the latter portion of the record (Bergström and Moberg
2002). Similarly, negative trends indicating a reduction
in ice formation are found in the maximal annual ice
cover extent (MIB) and in the western Baltic ice severity index (Seinä and Palosuo 1996; Koslowski and Glaser 1999). It has also been shown that the MIB experienced a regime shift in 1877 (Omstedt and Chen 2001),
and that temperatures in Uppsala decreased after 1745
(Bergström and Moberg 2002). Likewise, the ice winter
severity in the western Baltic (IWB) has been constant
since 1860 (Koslowski and Glaser 1999). Previous investigations have identified oscillations over scales of
2.2–3.5, 5.7–7.8, and 12.8 yr. These oscillations are typically associated with large-scale circulation patterns,
such as the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which have a 2–8 yr periodicity (e.g., Appenzeller et al. 1998). Correlations of climatic variables with the NAO are highest during the
wintertime and are found in both temperature (Chen
and Hellström 1999) and Baltic Sea ice conditions (Omstedt and Chen 2001; Jevrejeva and Moore 2001; Jevrejeva et al. 2003). The correlations between the Baltic
Sea winter climate and NAO have shown to be unstable
and vary with time, where the highest correlations are
found during the twentieth century (Chen and Hellström 1999; Omstedt and Chen 2001). Characterizations of Baltic winter seasons during the last 500 yr have
been made in different ways. Koslowski and Glaser
(1999) use the IWB to define weak and strong phases,
Jevrejeva (2001) relates the Riga, Latvia, ice breakup
dates to the MIB to classify the Baltic winter seasons,
and a Baltic winter index (WIBIX) was created by
Hagen and Feistel (2005).
The data under study span 1500–2000, a period including the warm twentieth century and the Little Ice
Age (LIA), which occurred from roughly the early sixteenth century through the late nineteenth century
(see, for instance, Ogilvie and Jónsson 2001 for a discussion regarding the definition). However, conditions
in the LIA were far from temporally uniform. How the
climate varied during the LIA has been addressed in
several studies (e.g., Lamb 1995; Fagan 2000), and is
described both as a generally cold period and as the
most recent period during which the glaciers advanced
from time to time (Grove 2001; Nesje and Dahl 2003).
Recent reconstructions of Northern Hemisphere temperatures indicate that the LIA was a widespread climatic phenomenon (e.g., Moberg et al. 2005), yet this
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period is still little understood. Based on model studies,
preindustrial decadal and longer-term regional climate
changes have been suggested to be driven by solar variability, due to forced AO–NAO shifts as dynamics and
radiation working together (Shindell et al. 2003). The
climatic and circulation changes over the past 500 yr
have also been modeled with a coupled atmosphere–
ocean model driven by solar variability, volcanic activity, and atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse
gases, and have shown good correlation with tree-ringbased reconstructions (Zorita et al. 2004).
Two statistical methods, matching pursuit and wavelet analysis, are applied to analyze several ice and temperature time series for the past 500 yr. Results support
the linkage of climatic parameters of ice, air temperature, and atmospheric circulation over the greater Baltic region. Matching pursuit provides a method to determine what types of temporal patterns are characteristic, while wavelet analysis suggests their variability.
By decomposing the pressure field in directional and
rotational components this study provides improved
representations of circulation changes compared to
single circulation indices such as the NAO. This study is
also intended to form a base for Baltic Sea model development and validation.
The winter climate for the last 500 yr includes both
the preindustrial era and the human-influenced past
150 yr. Knowledge about the natural variability is essential for detection and attribution of climate change
over the area and is currently lacking for the Baltic Sea.
In section 2 we describe the data sources used and how
the gridded sea level pressure (SLP) dataset was converted to circulation indices and mean temperatures,
which is further explained in appendix A. Section 3
briefly describes the statistical methods, and this description continues in appendices B and C. Section 4
presents the results of the statistical analysis and defines 15 climate periods. In section 5 these periods and
their relationships to the circulation and temperature
data are discussed. Conclusions are in section 6.

2. Data sources and circulation indices
Our study uses data describing sea ice, surface air
temperature, and sea level pressure (Table 1; Figs. 1
and 2) representative of winter conditions over the
greater Baltic region, here defined as the Baltic Sea and
the land close to its shores. The winter season is most
often associated with December, January, and February (DJF), the period during which most ice growth
occurs. The reasons for using winter data are twofold.
First, in the sub-Arctic, the largest year-to-year variability in climate occurs in winter. Second, recon-
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TABLE 1. Time series (a–h) and gridded data (i and j) used in this study together with main references. The term d.y. represents
day of year.
No.

Climate variable

Region

Time span

Resolution

Main reference

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Air temperature (°C)
MIB (103 km2)
IWB (index)
Ice breakup (d.y.)
Ice breakup (d.y.)
Ice breakup (d.y.)
Ice breakup (d.y.)
Winter air temperature (°C)
Sea level pressure (hPa)
Air temperature (°C)

Uppsala
Baltic Sea
Baltic Sea
Mälaren
Torneå
Riga
Tallinn
Tallinn
Northern Europe
Northern Europe

1722–1998
1720–2002
1500–1999
1712–1997
1693–2002
1529–1988
1500–2000
1500–2000
1500–1995
1500–2002

Monthly
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Seasonal
Seasonal

Bergström and Moberg (2002)
Seinä and Palosuo (1996)
Koslowski and Glaser (1999)
Eklund (1999)
Kajander (1993)
Jevrejeva (2001)
Tarand and Nordli (2001)
Tarand and Nordli (2001)
Luterbacher et al. (2002)
Luterbacher et al. (2004)

structed sea level pressure data are most accurate for
the winter (Luterbacher et al. 2002). Our main series
are the DJF air temperatures in Uppsala, MIB, and
IWB (Figs. 2a–c; Table 1). These series are well documented and have been used previously in other studies;
they are also some of the longest historical climatological records in existence. The other series—ice breakup
in Mälaren, Sweden; Torneå, Finland; Riga, Latvia; and
Tallinn, Estonia (Figs. 2d–g; Table 1); winter air temperature in Tallinn (Fig. 2h; Table 1); and SLP and
winter air temperature for Northern Europe (gridded
data, not shown but references are given in Table 1)—
are used to confirm and support our main results and
are not described as completely as the main series. Although ice breakup is a spring phenomenon usually occurring during March–May, these data are used in the
study because some authors suggest a link between ice
breakup and winter severity (e.g., Jevrejeva 2001).
Surface air temperature records from Uppsala date

FIG. 1. The Baltic Sea and Skagerrak system. Locations of the
ice breakup series are indicated with dots. Stars indicate the pressure points used when calculating the atmospheric circulation indices.

from 1722. The temperature series has been compiled,
quality controlled, and homogenized by Bergström and
Moberg (2002). Unfortunately, the early part of the
series was disrupted by relocation of the thermometers

FIG. 2. Time series used in the analysis: (a) Uppsala winter air
temperature, (b) maximum annual ice cover extent in the Baltic
Sea, (c) ice winter severity in the western Baltic. Date of ice
breakup in (d) Lake Mälaren, (e) Torneå River, (f) port of Riga,
and (g) port of Tallinn. (h) Winter air temperature in Tallinn.
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to regrettably ill-ventilated locations. However, the
mean DJF temperature data were subjected by the authors to a correlation analysis with precipitation, and
can be regarded as accurate.
The MIB series describes the ice-covered area of the
Baltic Sea from the Bothnian Bay to the Skagerrak
strait starting in 1720. The data are summarized and
described in Seinä and Palosuo (1996). The first part of
the time series, covering 1720–1940, was originally summarized by R. Jurva and is drawn from various sources,
such as observations at lighthouses, old newspapers,
and records of travel on the ice. Unfortunately, Jurva
never published the whole time series, and his last publication only covered the years from 1830 onward
(Jurva 1952). The time series figures were published in
Palosuo (1953), from which the ice extent was later
digitized by various authors (Alenius and Makkonen
1981; Leppäranta and Seinä 1985; Lamb 1995). The
data that are most commonly used (Seinä and Palosuo
1996, their appendices 1 and 2) consist of the estimated
maximum ice extents for the winters prior to 1830,
taken from the original figures, where the data are presented with an estimate of uncertainty. The greatest
uncertainties are found during severe winters, such as
that of 1739–40, with ranges as great as 15%–20%
(70 000 km2). However, owing to the high correlation
between air temperature, at both Stockholm and Helsinki, and ice extent (Seinä and Palosuo 1996; Tinz
1998), the data can be regarded as reasonably accurate.
The latter part of the time series, covering 1941–1995, is
based on data from the Finnish operational ice service.
Omstedt and Chen (2001) also showed that there is a
good correlation between this series and the winter
NAO index, and that the decreasing trend in the time
series can be explained by a regime shift in 1877, probably caused by a change in atmospheric circulation
(Omstedt et al. 2004). The 1877 regime shift is regarded
as the end of the LIA in the Baltic region, and was
identified by a “change point” analysis in Omstedt and
Chen (2001).
The IWB series describes the severity of the southwestern Baltic Sea ice winters starting in 1501 and is
constructed from historical ice data from places close to
the Baltic entrance (Koslowski and Glaser 1995, 1999).
The main sources are documents from German and
Danish ports and lighthouses, which, together with ship
passage frequencies, are considered to represent early
ice conditions.
Bergström and Ekman (2002) point out that from
1720 to 1770 both the MIB and the IWB series come
from the same source, namely, Speerschneider (1915).
Even though these series reference the same data, both
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series were chosen to be analyzed because they are
based on independent sources outside of the 1720–1770
period, which is short compared to the total extent of
the two series.
Dates of ice breakup in Lake Mälaren have been
analyzed by Eklund (1999). This series dates from 1712
and displays a good correlation with the Uppsala air
temperature from February to April. Dates of ice
breakup in the Torneå River were compiled by Kajander (1993) in a series dating from 1693; this time series
mainly reflects the April and May temperature. Ice
winter severity has been reconstructed from data capturing ice breakup at the port of Riga from 1529 to 1988
(Jevrejeva 2001). There are some gaps for the period
before 1708, after which the annual data are continuous. For Tallinn two time series are used describing ice
breakup and winter air temperatures during 1500–2000.
In most cases, the date of ice breakup is usually the day
for the arrival of the first ship in spring. Air temperature series consists of temperature observations from
1757 and onward, while the earlier part of the series is
a proxy-based time series constructed from dates of ice
breakup for the port of Tallinn (Tarand and Nordli
2001).
Two gridded datasets were also used. The first consists of sea level pressure reconstructions with a resolution of 1° ⫻ 1° from 30° to 70°N and 30°W to 40°E.
This is an updated version of the 5° ⫻ 5° dataset by
Luterbacher et al. (2002) for 1500–1995, with monthly
data back to 1659 and seasonally before. Only DJF
means were used and circulation indices were calculated over the Baltic Sea region by using the grid shown
as stars in Fig. 1. The second gridded dataset consists of
the surface air temperature from Luterbacher et al.
(2004) and Xoplaki et al. (2005). The latter has a resolution of 0.5° ⫻ 0.5° from 30° to 70°N and 25°W to 40°E
for 1500–1995 with monthly data back to 1659 and seasonally before. The reconstructed data were based on
multiproxy reconstructed data on a seasonal scale beginning in 1500. It should be noted that the reconstructed temperatures from 1500 to 1900 were based on
temperature predictors, and thus do not include any
station pressure series. Again only the DJF means were
used from the dataset to characterize the winter climatic conditions. A horizontal mean of the Baltic Sea
winter air temperature was constructed by averaging
data from 13 grid points at the Baltic Sea coast, since no
data were available over open water.
In analyzing the atmospheric circulation, circulation
indices were calculated based on seasonal winter sea
level pressure data from Luterbacher et al. (2002). The
geostrophic velocity field V was decomposed via a Tay-
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lor series expansion into five basic flow fields (see appendix A):
V ⫽ V0 ⫹ R ⫹ E ⫹ D1 ⫹ D2.

共1兲

The first term, V0, represents zonal and meridional
winds. The second term, R, is a rotational component
and hence the strength of the circular movement of air
masses. Positive values are associated with cyclonic rotation (low-pressure systems) and negative values with
anticyclonic circulation (high-pressure systems). The
third term, E, represents convergence or divergence.
The two deformation velocity fields represent the
torque put on the velocity field due to shear, D1, and
normal deformation, D2. Based on pressure data from
the 16 points shown as stars in Fig. 1, the flow fields
were calculated as indices, as in Chen (2000).

3. Approach: Matching pursuit and wavelets
Tow statistical methods were used to analyze the
variability of our time series. The matching pursuit
(MP) technique in combination with a complementary
wavelet analysis provides a powerful method for examining time series (Percival et al. 2004). By using air
temperature and atmospheric circulation indices to explain temporal features selected by MP, we have been
able to identify climate events that differ from each
other during the period under study.
As discussed in Percival and Walden (2000) and
Percival et al. (2004), the idea underlying MP is to approximate a time series in terms of a small number of
vectors selected from a large collection of vectors called
a dictionary. The efficacy of the approximation depends critically on the contents of the dictionary. As
originally formulated by Mallat and Zhang (1993), the
dictionary contained vectors that allowed the time/
frequency decomposition of a time series. Figure 3
shows the different types of vectors associated with our
dictionary. The dictionary allows selection of episodic
events, along with sinusoidal and square wave oscillations. Episodic events are handled by a sequential vector of the same sign and by a Haar wavelet shape, which
is a vector with adjacent values of opposite sign. We
also included square wave oscillations because of our
interest in describing climate variability in terms of sudden regime-like shifts. With the dictionary so defined,
MP is useful for picking out abrupt changes or events in
climate time series. Details of the method are provided
as appendix B.
MP provides an additive decomposition of a time
series and guarantees a decrease in the sum of squares
of the residuals at each successive step of the sequential

FIG. 3. Examples of dictionary elements used in matching pursuits analyses of time series. (a) A vector containing a square wave
oscillation with a period of 20 time steps in the time series. (b) A
vector containing a sinusoidal oscillation, also with a period of 20.
(c) A vector created from a discretized Haar wavelet function
associated with changes on a scale of 10. (d) A vector that describes a grouping of 10.

fitting of a time series. By successively comparing the
residuals at a given step to the vectors in the dictionary,
we build up a picture of what constitutes the important
components of a time series. MP is a valuable tool for
exploratory data analysis because it provides an objective method of exploring a time series in terms of a
collection of possible explanatory patterns, both periodic and episodic. In addition, some of the first vectors
picked out by MP might also serve as the starting points
of more formal statistical models. The periods singled
out in the MP analysis can be further examined by using
wavelet analysis.
Wavelet analysis is a useful method for analyzing climate time series (Percival et al. 2004) and complements
our use of matching pursuit. The continuous wavelet
transform (CWT) of time series x with respect to wavelet  is defined as
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FIG. 4. Matching pursuit analysis of Uppsala winter air temperature. Top panel shows the first event (black line) picked out
by the matching pursuit analysis, together with the original time
series (gray line). The succeeding panels show the results of the
next steps as black lines. At each step, the percentage of the
explained total variance is indicated.
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The variable  is the scale and t is the point where the
wavelet is centered.
In practical applications the CWT cannot be computed exactly, because x is only recorded at selected
times. So in place of the CWT we use the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), which is specifically designed to
work with time series sampled at equal intervals (irregular sampling is typically handled by interpolating
the data). The DWT can be regarded as an approximation of the CWT over a so-called dyadic grid of scales.
Each row is usually set to the largest integer that is less
than or equal to log2(N ); N represents the sample size.
The DWT also requires the discretization of the continuous time variable. In this study we used the maximal overlap DWT (MODWT), which gives N wavelet

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for MIB.

coefficients for each dyadic scale. Additional details are
provided in appendix C.

4. Results
a. Matching pursuit
In Figs. 4–6 we show the results of the MP analysis.
Each of the time series was subject to MP analysis after
it had been centered by subtracting its sample mean.
After each step of the MP analysis, the approximation
time series, X(m), was then plotted from top to bottom
in each figure. At each step we calculated the percentage of the variance explained, by taking (||X||2 ⫺
||R(m)||2)/||X||2 ⫻ 100%, where R(m) is the residual vector.
The Uppsala winter surface air temperature record is
shown in Fig. 4. The most pronounced feature of this
series is the warm period, shown as an event in the early
part in the eighteenth century (1722–44), which accounts for 8% of the total variance. The next step describes a grouping of cold winters in the early 1940s
(1940–42). After these two steps, 13% of the total variance has been explained. The third, fourth, and fifth
steps pick out the Haar wavelet shape for 1966–75,
1982–93, and 1788–91, and these events explain 26.2%
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for IWB.

of the total variance. In steps 6–9, MP picks out both
sinusoidal oscillations and events (7.8 yr, 1754–1814,
1930–40, and 2.4 yr). In the tenth step, another Haar
wavelet is picked out (1872–77); and the total explained
variance after this last step is 40.1%.
In Fig. 5 we show the MP analysis of the MIB. The
first feature is characterized by a square wave with a
period of 266 yr, the positive portion of its oscillation
extending from 1745 to 1877. This corresponds to a long
period of relatively cold winters since the latter half of
the eighteenth century, which ended in what is also
known as the breakdown of the LIA (Omstedt and
Chen 2001). This first event accounts for 6.9% of the
total variance. The second feature is a cold winter event
in the early 1940s, visible as a Haar wavelet (1940–45),
which together with the first step explains 11.1% of the
total variance. The next three steps are Haar multiannual events (1785–94, 1872–77, and 1985–90), and after
this fifth step 21.4% of the total variance has been explained. Steps 7, 8, and 9 are Haar events (1803–26,
1888–91, and 1932–47). At steps 6 and 10, MP picks out
sinusoidal oscillations with periods of 8.8 and 5.2 yr.
After the tenth step 34% of the total variance has been
explained.
Results for the IWB are shown in Fig. 6. A 15-yr
running mean was applied to the series before the MP
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analysis. This preprocessing was necessary because
IWB by definition only assumes 7 discrete values (0,
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3). As a result, the MP method
picks out small groupings of the largest values rather
than the multiyear patterns of interest here. Use of the
running mean overcomes this difficulty. The first event
occurs near the Late Maunder Minimum (LMM) at the
transition between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Luterbacher et al. 2001). This event is characterized as a Haar wavelet (1658–1755) and accounts for
24.8% of the total variance. In the second step, the
ending of the LIA is pictured as the transition between
the warm and cold part of the Haar wavelet (1778–
1933); and the explained total variance is now 46.8%. In
steps 3, 5, and 9, decadal and longer groups are selected
(1522–36, 1950–79, and 1651–1810), while in steps 4, 6,
and 10, Haar wavelets are selected (1597–1662, 1562–
91, and 1922–73). Low-frequency square wave oscillations are picked out in steps 7 and 8 (88- and 76-yr
periods, respectively). After the tenth and last step, MP
has explained 79.3% of the total variance of the
smoothed series.
The most interesting part of the MP analysis is the
placement of the time periods picked out. For the temperature series the positive parts of the dictionary vectors chosen by the MP method describe a milder-thanaverage climate compared to the overall mean, while
the negative parts describe a colder-than-average climate. For the IWB, MIB, and ice breakup series, the
positive parts describe a colder-than-average climate,
and negative parts describe a milder-than-average climate. Figures 7 and 8 synthesize the results of the MP
analysis in an accessible format, showing the longest
and shorter periods, respectively, selected for the three
main and five secondary series. All small-scale oscillations of the type shown in Figs. 3a,b were omitted when
plotting Fig. 8 since the focus is on events not associated
with oscillations (these are treated separately in the
wavelet analysis described in section 4b). Blue fields
represents a colder-than-average climate, compared to
the overall mean of the time series, the opposite being
the case with the red fields. Black fields indicate no data
and white fields are years not flagged by the MP analysis. Several mild and cold periods are evident, often
co-occurring in more than one of the series. The exact
definition of the start/end points of an MP period is set
to be the best fit of the events found in the MP analysis.,
Fifteen time periods (MP1–MP15) have been isolated
from Figs. 7 and 8; these are presented in Table 2.
Figures 7 and 8 show the climate over the last 500 yr
as deduced by the MP analysis. Information about the
earliest climate events in the first two centuries comes
from the IWB (Fig. 8, column c), and these are listed in
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FIG. 7. Results of the matching pursuit analysis for all of the time series. For each time series listed in Table 1
columns a–h, all the longest periods picked out by the MP analyses are shown here together with the corresponding
step. Blue fields represent a colder-than-average climate, compared to the overall mean of the time series, the
opposite being the case with the red fields. Black fields indicate no data and white fields are years not flagged by
the MP analyses. (a) Mean winter air temperature, Uppsala; (b) MIB; (c) IWB; ice breakups for (d) Lake Mälaren,
(e) Torneå River, (f) port of Riga and (g) port of Tallinn; and (h) mean winter air temperature, Tallinn.
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but instead for the shorter periods picked out by the MP analyses.
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TABLE 2. Periods identified from the MP analysis. Bold font indicates periods warmer than average. Columns a–h refer to the time
series listed in Table 1, and the numbers in these columns represent the mean of each time series over the indicated period.
No.

Period

a (°C)

b (103 km2)

c (index)

d (d.y.)

e (d.y.)

f (d.y.)

g (d.y.)

h (°C)

MP 1
MP 2
MP 3
MP 4
MP 5
MP 6
MP 7
MP 8
MP 9
MP 10
MP 11
MP 12
MP 13
MP 14
MP 15
Mean

1522–36
1562–76
1577–91
1597–1629
1630–62
1663–1706
1707–50
1750–1877
1803–1820
1878–2000
1930–39
1940–42
1971–75
1985–87
1988–93
All yrs

—
—
—
—
—
—
⫺1.89
⫺4.38
⫺4.74
⫺3.66
⫺1.83
⫺8.97
⫺1.23
⫺7.39
⫺0.69
⫺3.79

—
—
—
—
—
—
194.48
245.51
275.5
190.38
116.9
403.67
120.8
365.67
87.67
215.04

0.25
0.81
0.3
0.73
0.44
0.85
0.35
0.64
0.72
0.43
0.04
2.67
0.08
1.67
0.02
0.55

—
—
—
—
—
—
110.08
116.39
124.5
110.46
107.66
120.70
107.13
120.39
90.50
113.03

—
—
—
—
—
140
140.23
136.21
139.61
130.35
128.1
135.67
129.2
130.67
123.67
134.63

—
95.4*
97.4
97.4
80.25
100.5
96.43
96.06
103.44
89.27
83.2
103.67
75.2
101.33
111
93.80

102.71
90.38
106.18
113.65
99.73
103.18
94.20
103.84
111.89
82.47
75
126.33
37.2
105
0
97.73

⫺4.81
⫺4.52
⫺5.69*
⫺5.84
⫺4.72
⫺4.77
⫺4.39
⫺4.98
⫺5.47
⫺3.60
⫺2.76
⫺8.8
⫺1.48
⫺5.87
⫺0.47
⫺4.63

* The time series have missing values during the period.

Table 2 as events MP1–MP3, followed by MP4–MP6
also from IWB (Fig. 7, column c). Events MP1–MP6 are
in good agreement with the periods presented by Koslowski and Glaser (1999). During this time the Riga
and Tallinn series were in a cool phase, yet sometimes
interrupted by short events that fit in the MP periods. A
common feature during the eighteenth century is the
warm period around 1730 (MP7), which is picked out in
six of the eight time series (Figs. 7 and 8). Lake Mälaren
is the only ice breakup series indicating a long warm
period around 1730, but the two Tallinn series show
shorter warming events during MP7 (Fig. 8). For the
Riga series, the lack of a warming event could be due to
the fact that the dates of ice breakup are affected by
factors other than winter temperatures or that the signal is too weak to be picked out by MP. The ice
breakup in Torneå is located so far to the north that it
might only partly be affected by circulation changes,
which mostly are confined to the southern part of the
Baltic Sea region (Bergström and Ekman 2002). There
is agreement among all the series that the late eighteenth through late nineteenth centuries was a relatively cold period (MP8). Within the long MP8 event is
a short cold time period (MP9) that is evident in three
of the time series in the beginning of the nineteenth
century (Fig. 8, columns b, d, and e). The ending of the
LIA in the late nineteenth century is obvious (Fig. 7,
columns b–h), and it occurs at more or less the same
time in most of the time series. The last century (MP10)
stands out as warm.
Shorter periods with different characteristics are also
picked out for the last century, with the warm 1930s
event (MP11) as one of the features that appears in

more than one series. Agreement is also good concerning the cold winters in the early 1940s (MP12) and the
cold period in the 1970s (MP13). Finally the two last
periods considered are the cold period in the mid-1980s
(MP14) and the warm period of the 1990s (MP15). In
section 5 air temperatures and atmospheric circulation
indices are examined during these 15 MP periods to
characterize the European sub-Arctic winter climate.

b. Wavelet analysis
Here we present the results of the multiresolution
analysis (MRA) of the main time series, based on a
MODWT using a D(4) wavelet and assuming a reflection boundary condition. Figure 9 presents an analysis
of the Uppsala winter temperature record. The D̃1 plot
(associated with changes in averages over a 1-yr scale)
shows how interannual variability has changed over the
centuries. The most pronounced features are the increased variability at the beginning and end of the nineteenth century and the much-damped period in the
early twentieth century. In the D̃2 plot we can see that
the cold winters of the 1940s are prominent. The D̃2
component is associated with changes in averages over
a 2-yr scale. The cold event is seen as a period of enhanced fluctuations, because the series has similar values for groups of two years, but with large differences
between adjacent groups. The plot of D̃4 shows marked
differences in the variability of 8-yr averages across the
three centuries. The eighteenth and twentieth centuries
appear to be much more similar to each other, with more
decadal variability, than to the intervening nineteenth
century. The smoothed series, S̃5, is associated with
changes on all scales greater than 16 yr and shows the
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FIG. 9. MRA of Uppsala mean winter air temperatures based
upon a maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform using a D(4)
wavelet with reflection boundary conditions. The bottom panel
shows the original time series, above which are the jth detail series
D̃j and the smooth series S̃5. The jth detail series is based upon
wavelet coefficients that reflect changes in averages over a scale of
2j⫺1 years, while the smooth series is associated with changes on
all scales greater than 16 yr.

long-term evolution, with warming at the beginning and
end of the time series.
The outcome of the MRA for maximum ice cover is
presented in Fig. 10. In the panel showing the D̃1 vector
we note the low interannual variability in the early
twentieth century, as also occurred in the temperature
record. On 2-yr scale averages we find the greatest variability during the nineteenth century, except for the
event during the 1940s. This analysis shows that, as in
the Uppsala series, variability on the 8-yr scale is much
less in the nineteenth century than in the centuries surrounding it. The top panel showing the smoothed series
is consistent with the analysis of the Uppsala temperature series.
The results for the 500-yr IWB series, presented in
Fig. 11, show that the interannual variability is more or
less constant over the centuries, except for periods
around 1525 and the first decade of the twentieth century. Moving up to the D̃2 plot, analyzing averages on a
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but instead for the MIB.

2-yr scale, we notice a clustering of high variability
around 1800 that is preceded by a period of less variability. The cold winters of the early 1940s are also
obvious in a series of large-amplitude events. In the D̃4
plot there is a resemblance between the sixteenth, seventeenth, and twentieth centuries in terms of their decadal variability, with suppressed variability evident in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Looking at the
smoothed S̃5 series we recognize the same pattern as in
the temperature record, with milder winters occurring
both in the early eighteenth and in the twentieth centuries.

5. Discussion of atmospheric circulation and Baltic
winter temperatures
In the past century a marked increase of temperature
of more than 0.7°C as well as shorter ice seasons have
been seen in the region. These trends are statistically
significant but they have not been shown to lie outside
the range of natural variability (The BACC Author
Team 2006). Based on the ice and air temperature time
series we have identified important climate periods for
the greater Baltic region over the past 300–500 yr.
We now put these events into perspective, by compar-
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2003; Slonosky and Yiou 2002). As shown by Jacobeit
et al. (2001, 2003) and Slonosky and Yiou (2002), the
European climate could be divided into different regions, all of which display unique behavior under the
same type of large-scale forcing.

a. Climate characteristics of MP1 (1522–36)

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9, but instead for the IWB.

ing the periods identified in the MP analysis (see Table
2) with the Baltic Sea atmospheric winter circulation
indices and the Baltic Sea winter air temperature
(Fig. 12).
Circulation and temperature analyses extending back
500 yr are rare, and most reconstructions focus on global or hemispheric means that do not provide information about regional-scale variations. Over this period
Europe and the whole Northern Hemisphere experienced complex climatic change forcing the system into
different modes (Lamb 1995; Luterbacher et al. 2002,
2004; Jacobeit et al. 2003; Xoplaki et al. 2005). Up to
95% of the variability in the general atmospheric circulation pattern over Northern Europe over the last
500 yr can be explained by the first three spatial EOF
components (Luterbacher et al. 2002); however, time
evolution is a more complex situation. The compilation
of gridded SLP datasets over Europe (e.g., Jones et al.
1999; Luterbacher et al. 2002) has made it possible to
reconstruct circulation types from pressure patterns
over specific regions, which potentially produce more
accurate results than large-scale indices (e.g., Jacobeit
et al. 2001, 2003). In general, the European climate is
more complex than can be captured by a simple circulation index such as the NAO (Jacobeit et al. 2001,

The sixteenth century began with a mild period,
which from the MRA (Fig. 11) also was shown to be a
period with low interannual and biannual variability.
Baltic Sea mean winter temperatures, calculated from
the Luterbacher et al. (2004) data, varied from ⫺5° to
⫺2°C at this time, and there was a stretch of mild winters unmatched in length until the early eighteenth century (Fig. 12, top panel). MP1 was preceded by increased westerly winds and decreased high-pressure activity (second and bottom panels, respectively, of Fig.
12). During MP1, however, westerly winds decreased in
favor of southerly winds, while the strength of circulation remained constant (Fig. 12 bottom three panels). A
possible explanation could be a more southerly Icelandic low causing the storm tracks to follow a more southwesterly path. The SLP charts (Luterbacher et al. 2002)
especially show this feature during the years 1522, 1527,
1533, and 1536 (not shown). The Tallinn temperature
series also shows mild temperatures during this time
(Fig. 2h; Table 2), compared to the following century. A
period with a marked decrease of the southerly meridional wind component connects MP1 with MP2 (Fig. 12,
third panel).

b. Climate characteristics of MP2 (1562–76)
The MRA (Fig. 11) in MP2 (a cool phase) shows
both large interannual and biannual variability. Seasonal mean winter temperatures, calculated from the
Luterbacher et al. (2004) data, were estimated to be as
low as ⫺9°C (Fig. 12, top panel). Southerly winds
slightly increased, while both westerly winds and rotational flow were weak (Fig. 12, bottom three panels).
The severe winter of 1537 is discussed in Luterbacher et
al. (2002). MP2 is not obvious in the Tallinn temperature record (Fig. 2h; Table 2), which could be explained
by the development of a persistent, blocking, cold high
over central Europe, which reached unusually far westward [in analogy with the 1740 situation described by
Moberg and Bergström (1997) and Luterbacher et al.
(2002)]. This situation suggests a temperature anomaly
gradient from northern to central and western Europe
(Moberg and Bergström 1997). The winters of 1566–
1568 and 1575 are the mildest winters that occur in the
Tallinn record during MP2 and are responsible of the
mild mean temperature for this period. SLP charts in-
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FIG. 12. The gray color shows seasonal winter data from the two gridded datasets (Table 1, columns i and j): (top
to bottom) Baltic Sea mean winter air temperature, zonal wind component (westerly winds when positive and
easterly winds when negative), meridional wind component (southerly winds when positive and northerly winds
when negative), and rotational flows (cyclonic circulation when positive and anticyclonic when negative). Black
line in all panels is a 15-yr running mean. Blue and red fields covers time periods classified by MP as mild and cold,
respectively; the number above each field corresponds to the number in Table 2.
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dicate a tendency for higher pressure over central Europe during these years (not shown).This cold MP2
shifted rapidly toward a milder MP3.

c. Climate characteristics of MP3 (1577–91)
The MRA (Fig. 11) indicates low interannual variability during the mild MP3, as was also the case during
the mild MP1. During MP3 mean winter temperatures,
calculated from the Luterbacher et al. (2004) data, rose
to ⫺1°C (Fig. 12, top panel). This period has increased
westerly winds, decreased southerly flow, and a weak
positive trend in high-pressure activity (Fig. 12, bottom
three panels). The Tallinn temperature record (Fig. 2h)
does not show significantly mild temperatures during
MP3, having actually colder temperatures than during
MP2, yet warmer than the succeeding MP4 (Table 2).
In addition, the Riga record of ice breakup does not
show a tendency for early ice breakup during MP3 (Fig.
2f; Table 2). The Tallinn and Riga records suggest an
easterly cooling that could possibly be produced by a
high-pressure center southeast of the Baltic Sea. This
feature is evident in several of the years during MP3
from the Luterbacher et al. (2002) SLP data (not
shown).

d. Climate characteristics of MP4 (1597–1629)
In late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries a
generally cold MP4 can be identified, which shows high
variability on all scales from 1 to 8 yr in the MRA (Fig.
11). Both southerly winds and anticyclonic circulation
strengthened throughout this period. The lowest mean
winter temperatures of this period, calculated from the
Luterbacher et al. (2004) data, were reached in 1608
when ⫺9°C was documented (Fig. 12, top panel). However, around 1610, we can see that the period was interrupted by several mild years, which probably resulted from more frequent westerly winds (Fig. 12, second panel). Both the Tallinn temperature record and
the Riga ice breakup points to severe winter conditions
during this time (Table 2), although the Riga record is
limited (Fig. 2f,h). A high-pressure center could presumably have been situated somewhere in the Baltic
region during this time, thus blocking the westerlies
from entering the region. This feature is indicated in the
Luterbacher et al. (2002) SLP charts. MP4 gave way
rapidly to a warmer period.

e. Climate characteristics of MP5 (1630–62)
Mild temperatures prevailed during MP5, and from
the MRA (Fig. 11) a slight damping of the variability is
apparent. Several winters in MP5 had mean tempera-
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tures, calculated from the Luterbacher et al. (2004)
data, close to ⫺2°C until its end, when temperatures
rapidly decreased (Fig. 12, top panel). A small negative
trend near the end of MP5 is evident in both wind
components, and at the same time the high-pressure
circulation weakened (Fig. 12, bottom three panels). In
the Tallinn temperatures (Fig. 2h) the first half of MP5
is generally cold while the second half is milder. This
pattern could be explained by weakened high-pressure
circulation.

f. Climate characteristics of MP6 (1663–1706)
In the winter of 1663 a cold MP6 started, which from
the MRA (Fig. 11) begins with large interannual variability. MP6 is close to the time of the LMM (1675–
1710), a period with low solar forcing. During the beginning of MP6 a strengthening of the westerly flow
together with a weakening of the meridional component is observed (Fig. 12, second and third panel). This
is followed by weakened westerlies and an unprecedented low level of the meridional wind component,
giving rise to winters with northerly flow. At the beginning of MP6 the circulation strength was weak, but this
was soon followed by years of temporarily increased
negative rotation. Strong negative rotation indicates
that winter high-pressure systems exerted a stronger
influence over the region, implying colder temperatures, as can be seen in the top and bottom panels of
Fig. 12. The coldest winter temperatures, calculated
from the Luterbacher et al. (2004) data, of this period
were achieved in 1684 and 1695, when average temperatures declined to ⫺10°C. The circulation thus indicates a tendency toward colder winters at the beginning
of the LMM with more frequent winter high-pressure
systems.
But halfway through the LMM this tendency broke
down, and the atmospheric circulation indicates
warmer winters. Anticyclonic circulation strengthened
up to 1685, after which it weakened. This can be interpreted as indicating that in approximately 1685, the
LMM period gave way to a warming trend starting at
very low values, which also is suggested from the SLP
analysis in Luterbacher et al. (2001). These findings are
similar to Fischer-Bruns et al. (2002) and Luterbacher
et al. (2004), who found that NAO winter indices
changed from negative to positive in 1684. Model-based
simulations of the LMM by Shindell et al. (2001)
showed that increasing solar irradiance at the end of the
MM led to a positive NAO–AO, through complex interactions between the troposphere and the stratosphere. The recovery of the temperatures is, however,
not necessarily synchronized with increased radiative
forcing (Zorita et al. 2004). In the transition between
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MP5 and MP6 the Tallinn temperatures (Fig. 2h) experience a change from mild to colder conditions; however, during the later part of MP6 an upward trend can
be seen. Data from the Torneå River (Fig. 2e) are also
available for this period and reveal late dates for the ice
breakup.

g. Climate characteristics of MP7 (1707–50)
A new mild event (MP7) is characterized by the
MRA (Figs. 9–11) to be low in both interannual and
biannual variability. Variability on the scale of 8 yr is
low for IWB (Fig. 11) during MP7 and stays this way
until the end of MP8. This early eighteenth-century
warm period saw unusual warm winters, several winters
having mean temperatures, calculated from the Luterbacher et al. (2004) data, of approximately ⫺1°C (Fig.
12, top panel). The warmest winter during this period
was in 1724, when the mean temperature was 0°C.
These mild winter temperatures were closely correlated
with increased westerly winds (Fig. 12, second panel).
While the first half of the period experienced both
weakened southerly winds and positive (cyclonic) rotation, the latter half revealed enhanced southerly winds
and a shift toward negative (anticyclonic) rotation (Fig.
12, third and bottom panel). Ice breakup in Lake
Mälaren, as well as the Tallinn series (Figs. 2d,g,h),
supports the mild conditions by showing really early
breakup dates and mild temperatures. MP7 fits well
with years 1710–48 being reported by Nesje and Dahl
(2003) as a period with rapid glacier advance in western
Norway due to increased winter precipitation. This
warming is also evident in mean winter temperatures
for Europe (Luterbacher et al. 2004) and possibly
caused by increased solar irradiance (Shindell et al.
2001). The characteristics of the period 1730–45 are
described by Jones and Briffa (2006) as “rarely commented upon in proxy climatic reconstructions.” Their
study highlights the variability within the system by
showing that the warmest documented decade, apart
from the 1990s, was interrupted by the extraordinary
cold winter of 1740. With previously unpublished circulation charts developed by the late Hubert Lamb
they show that the major features of the “normal” pressure maps (i.e., the Iceland low and the Azores high)
were much weaker. The dominant feature was instead a
continental or Scandinavian high, whose exact position
determined the coldness of each winter.

h. Climate characteristics of MP8 (1750–1877) and
MP9 (1803–20)
Starting in the middle of the eighteenth century the
cold conditions of the long MP8 prevailed until the late
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nineteenth century (Fig. 12, top panel). The MRA
(Figs. 9–11) shows that during MP8 there was high
variability on both the interannual and biannual scales.
In terms of atmospheric circulation a dramatic change
is noticed in rotation halfway through MP8, when there
was a shift during this period from cyclonic to anticyclonic circulation (Fig. 12, bottom panel). This change
in rotation occurs at the end of MP9 and coincides
with the Dalton Minima (1790–1840), a period with low
solar forcing and increased volcanic activity with similarities to the LMM as noted in Zorita et al. (2004).
The cold intensity during 1790–1820 is also discussed
in van der Schrier and Barkmeijer (2005), who attribute
it to advection of cold polar air and more variability in
the position of the North Atlantic storm tracks. The
end of MP8 in 1877 coincides with the end of the LIA
in the Baltic Sea region (Omstedt and Chen 2001). The
breakdown of the LIA was associated with some winters with strong westerly circulation and persistent
high-pressure circulation (Fig. 12, second and bottom
panel).

i. Climate characteristics of MP10 (1877–2000),
MP11 (1930–40), MP12 (1940–42), MP13
(1971–75), MP14 (1985–87), and MP15
(1988–93)
The twentieth-century climate is classified on the basis of the MP analysis as mild, but MP10 also includes
periods of major decadal variability. What is obvious
from the MRA (Figs. 9–11) is that the transition between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries stands
out as a period with low variability on all scales. There
was a rapid decline in winter temperatures, calculated
from the Luterbacher et al. (2004) data, during the first
decades, followed by a weakening of the westerlies
(Fig. 12, top and second panel). The last decades, however, experienced warmer winter temperatures together with increased westerlies. During this period the
influence of southerly winds was stronger than during
the preceding centuries (Fig. 12, third panel). The
MRAs (Figs. 9–11) for MP11 have somewhat lower interannual and biannual variability. MP11 was a mild
period, as can be seen in the individual years displayed
as gray bars in the top panel of Fig. 12. In 1940 MP11
was interrupted by a cold MP12 including the winters
from 1940 to 1942, which in northern Europe are well
remembered as the cold winters of the Second World
War. These winters were characterized by extremely
low temperatures and very little influence from the
westerlies (Fig. 12, top and second panel) and have
been suggested to be linked to global El Niño effects
(Brönnimann et al. 2004). MP13 saw mild winters and
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was characterized by both strong positive zonal and
meridional flows (Fig. 12, top three panels). MP14 was
the last cold period and was marked by weak zonal flow
and temperatures well below average. Finally MP15 experienced strong westerlies and very warm temperatures (Fig. 12, top and second panel).
The coldest winter in the Baltic Sea in the last 500 yr
was that of 1695, when the mean temperature calculated from the Luterbacher et al. (2004) data was
⫺10°C; while the warmest winter was 1930 when the
mean temperature was 0°C. The sensitivity of sea ice to
Baltic Sea winter temperatures has been investigated
by Omstedt and Hansson (2006a,b). This study found
that the Baltic Sea becomes almost completely ice
covered or ice free at winter air temperatures of ⫺6°
and ⫹2°C, respectively, which implies that the Baltic
Sea never has been completely ice free during the last
500 yr.

6. Conclusions
This study has analyzed the last 500 yr of Baltic Sea
winter climate based on relatively well-documented
time series, Uppsala temperatures, MIB, and IWB.
Warm and cold periods of different durations were
common features among different climatic parameters
and locations. As expected, atmospheric circulation,
particularly wind direction and rotation, explains
much of the behavior of the temperature and ice time
series.
The main conclusions are the following:
1) The joint use of MP and wavelets is a powerful
method for characterizing the underlying structure
of historical time series. MP reveals common patterns of an irregular nature, in most of the time
series studied, for example, the early-eighteenthcentury warm period and the ending of the LIA.
This result suggests both that the time series records
were affected by common climatic forcing and that
the method works well with different types of
datasets.
2) The MRAs confirm the cold–warm periods selected
in the MP analysis by revealing that a common feature for warm (cold) periods are low (high) variability at short time scales.
3) For the greater Baltic region there is considerable
centennial-scale variability both in terms of mean
conditions and the modulation of high-frequency
(decadal) variability, as revealed by the MRA analysis.
4) The winter mean air temperature over the Baltic
Sea has varied from 0° to ⫺10°C over the previous
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500 yr, which implies that the Baltic Sea has been
partly ice covered all winters for the last 500 yr.
Mild periods have reduced variability at short time
scales and hence may be periods of increased climate
stability. Cold regimes, on the other hand, display
greater variability on interannual time scales. During
the nineteenth century there was low variability on decadal time scales, especially in the period after the Dalton Minima. Because much climate data span only the
twentieth century, our results suggest that its large decadal variability (warm in the 1930s and cold in the
1960s) gives only a limited and nonuniversal view of
decadal shifts over a longer time record
The climate of the last 500 yr has been characterized
by centennial-scale variability and the modulation of
interannual and decadal signals, often accompanied by
rapid shifts. Multiannual events with years that are
colder or warmer than average are revealed by the MP
analysis and are present throughout the studied period.
The 15 MP periods identified are consistent with the
changes in temperature and circulation evident from
the gridded temperature and pressure data (Luterbacher et al. 2002, 2004). There is little indication of
major periodicities in the record; the Baltic climate is
better characterized by discrete events. However, centennial-, interdecadal-, and decadal-scale events are
prominent. Statistical methods by themselves are incomplete to identify physical mechanisms for the centennial variations. However, the apparent random initiation and different duration of events and the lack of
“cycles” do support a major influence of intrinsic variability in atmospheric climate. The analysis of more
comprehensive models might unveil the physical
mechanisms operating in nature.
It is difficult to identify to what extent human activities have affected the Baltic climate over the region
during the last 100 yr. The transition of the Baltic to a
warm phase at the end of the nineteenth century appears to occur before the major influence of anthropogenic (greenhouse gas) forcing, based on analysis of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Fourth Assessment models (Wang et al. 2007). For the
future we anticipate a weak warming trend, but the
large variability shown over the last 500 yr will be a
major factor.
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With new notations the horizontal velocity can be
divided into five distinct components that read

APPENDIX A

The two-dimensional vector field Vh ⫽ (ui, j) is a
function of time and horizontal coordinates, r ⫽ (xi, yj).
The vector field close to a point r0⫽ (x0i, y0 j), can be
expressed by means of the Taylor expansion where we
only consider the linearized part, as follows:

The first term represents translation by zonal and meridional winds, (V0); the second term represents rotation, (R), either associated with positive values as cyclonic rotation or as negative values as anti cyclonic
circulation. The third term, (E), represents expansion
or divergence/convergence. The two deformation velocities fields represent the torque associated with the
velocity field due to shear, (D1), and normal deformation, (D2), respectively.

Vh ⫽ V0 ⫹ r · Vh.

APPENDIX B

Decomposing a Linearized Vector Field into Five
Basic Components

共A1兲

The velocity, V0 ⫽ (u0i, 0 j), is the velocity at the origin
position, r0, and Vh is the velocity tensor. The velocity
tensor and its transpose matrix VhT, can be read in
explicit form (e.g., Woan 2000) as follows:

Vh ⫽

⭸u ⭸v
⭸x ⭸x

冤 冥
⭸u ⭸v
⭸y ⭸y

,

VhT ⫽

⭸u ⭸u
⭸x ⭸y

冤 冥
⭸v ⭸v
⭸x ⭸y

,

共A2兲

V0 ⫽ 共u0i, 0 j兲
R ⫽ 1⁄2共⫺yi ⫹ xj兲
E ⫽ 1⁄2共xi ⫹ yj兲
D1 ⫽ 1⁄2␦1共 yi ⫹ xj兲
D2 ⫽ 1⁄2␦2共xi ⫺ yj兲.

Matching Pursuit Algorithm
Let X be an N-dimensional vector containing the elements of the time series {Xt: t ⫽ 0, . . . , N⫺1}. Let D
be a set of N-dimensional vectors indexed over a finite
set ␥:
D ⬅ 兵d␥:␥ ∈ ⌫其,

共B1兲

where D is called a dictionary and d␥ ⫽ [d␥,0, d␥,1, . . . ,
d␥,N⫺1]T is called a dictionary element. Each dictionary
element is normalized, such that

with the introducing of this identity,
1
1
Vh ⫽ 共Vh ⫺ VhT兲 ⫹ 共Vh ⫹ VhT兲.
2
2

Vh ⫽ V0 ⫹ R ⫹ E ⫹ D1 ⫹ D2

共A3兲

N⫺1

㛳d␥㛳2 ⫽

兺d

2
␥,l

⫽ 1.

共B2兲

l⫽0

The explicit form of Eq. (A1), after using Eq. (A3) and
some rearrangements of the different components,
reads
Vh ⫽ V0 ⫹ r · Vh
1
⫽ 共u0i, v0 j兲 ⫹ 关共⫺yi ⫹ xj兲 ⫹ 共xi ⫹ yj兲
2
⫹ ␦1共 yi ⫹ xj兲 ⫹ ␦2共xi ⫺ yj兲兴,

X共1兲 ⬅ 具X, d␥0典d␥0.
共A4兲

where
⭸v ⭸u
,
⫽ ⫺
⭸x ⭸y

␦2 ⫽

⭸u ⭸v
⫺ .
⭸x ⭸y

Matching pursuit is an algorithm that successively approximates X by means of orthogonal projections onto
elements of D. For any d␥0 ∈ D, we project X onto this
vector to form the approximation

We then construct the residual vector, R(1) ⬅ X ⫺ X(1),
so that
X ⫽ X共1兲 ⫹ R共1兲 ⫽ 具X, d␥0典d␥0 ⫹ R共1兲.

⭸u ⭸v
⭸u ⭸v
⫽
⫹ , ␦1 ⫽
⫹ ,
⭸x ⭸y
⭸y ⭸x

共B3兲

共B4兲

To minimize the energy in the residuals, ||R(1)||, we
choose ␥0 ∈ ⌫, such that
共A5兲

|具X, d␥0典| ⫽ max|具X, d␥0典|.
␥∈⌫

共B5兲
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We now want to decompose R(1) by projecting it onto
the vector of D that best matches R(1):
R共1兲 ⫽ 具R共1兲, d␥1典d␥1 ⫹ R共2兲.
We can now write X ⫽ X

(2)

共B6兲

⫹ R , letting R
(2)

(0)

⫽ X:

1

X共2兲 ⫽ X共1兲 ⫹ 具R共1兲, d␥1典d␥1 ⫽

兺 具R

共k兲

k⫽0

, d␥k典d␥k.

Repeating this, after m steps we obtain X ⫽ X
R(m), where

共B7兲

⫽

X

兺 具R

共n兲

n⫽0

, d␥n典d␥n.

⫹

共B8兲

Energy is conserved because
m⫺1

兺 㛳具R

共n兲

, d␥n典d␥n㛳2 ⫹ 㛳R共m兲㛳2

n⫽0

m⫺1

⫽

兺 |具R

共n兲

n⫽0

, d␥n典|2 ⫹ 㛳R共m兲㛳2.

共B9兲

APPENDIX C
Multiresolution Analysis
Let X be an N-dimensional vector whose tth element
is xt. For a given J0, the MODWT transforms X into
J0 ⫹ 1 new vectors, each of dimension N. The first J0 of
these are denoted by W̃1, . . . , W̃J0 and constitute the
MODWT wavelet coefficients associated with standardized scales of j ⫽ 2(j⫺1), j ⫽ 1, . . . , J0. The final
vector is ṼJ0 and contains the MODWT scaling coefficients. Whereas the wavelet coefficients, W̃j, are proportional to changes in averages over a scale of j, these
scaling coefficients are proportional to averages over a
scale of 2J0.
The MODWT is equivalent to the original time series
in the sense that, given the MODWT coefficients, we
can reconstruct X. This leads to the following additive
decomposition, which is known as a multiresolution
analysis:
J0

X⫽

兺 D̃ ⫹ S̃
j

j⫽1

J 0.

time series as the sum of several new series, each of
which can be associated with variations on a particular
scale.
In this study we have calculated the MRA from a
MODWT using a D(4) (Daubechies) wavelet with reflection boundary conditions (Percival and Walden
2000).
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(m)
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In the above, the “detail series,” D̃ j , is an Ndimensional vector that depends solely on W̃j, and
hence is constructed using just those wavelet coefficients that are associated with changes of averages on a
scale of j. The final term, S̃J0, is called the “smooth
series,” and is based on the scaling coefficients, ṼJ0, and
is associated with scales of 2J0 and longer. Thus, an
MRA is an additive decomposition that expresses a
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